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would score, as they had the ball but a few yards from
State’s goal line where they lost it on downs.

The game started with Martin’s kick off, which was re-
turned to mid-field. After an exchange of punts State
rushed the ball steadily down the field until near W. U. P’s
goal it lost on a fumble and quickly kicked out of danger.
Martin and Cummings gained until the referee gave the
Pittsburgers the ball and it was again punted down the
field. By repeated plunges through and over the line Cum-
mings made the first touch down. Martin kicked goal.

W. U. P. kicked 25 yards and F. Miller returned the ball
five. Ruble and Martin gained 45 yards but State fumbled,
and Paul securing the ball made a twenty yard run just as
time was called.

In the second hall Cook kicked to the five yard line and
Martin returned to mid-field. From this point two costly
fumbles by State and the excellent interference of the visi-
tors enabled them to force the ball to the five yard line but
there the White and Blue’s defense, was of the “stone wall”
kind and it went no further. There was an exchange of
kicks again, two fumbles by the visitors, a fierce rush by
Cummings and a dash by Scholl which resulted in the sec-
ond touch down. Martin kicked goal just as time was
called. Scholl, Cummings and Martin played brilliantly for
State; Hanson, Hockensmith, and Wallace played best for
W. U. P. The line up was:

stats. positions. w. u. p.
Ruble left end Miller
F,“Miller left tackle Wallace, Capt.
Scholl, Capt left guard Hockensmith
T. Miller center Fry, Chessroon
Dodge, Fugate right guard Sterrctt
Craft right end Blevins, Jelly
Hewitt quarterback Cullers
Bennett left half back Hanson
Martin right half back Paul
Cummings full back Cook

Touchdowns—Cummings, Scholl. Goals—Martin 2. Ref-


